SECURITY IN CONTEXT

CORPORATE DATA USING PUBLIC STORAGE:

HOW CAN YOU FACE ITS
POTENTIAL ISSUES?
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Consumerization, Mobility, and File-Sharing Dilemmas
Enterprises have long used a variety of computing methods to efficiently
store and share files. These include sending email, sharing files over
instant-messaging applications, and using removable drives to store
data.
However, more accessible forms of file storage, sharing, and
synchronization meant for the consumer market have found their
ways into the enterprise. This practice is part of a trend known as the
consumerization of enterprise information technology (IT).1
The trend gave way to a “mobile elite workforce,” or those who are more
inclined to use consumer-oriented applications to store, share, and
synchronize company files. Consumer-oriented applications promote
productivity, improve customer service, and aid employee collaboration.
Nearly two in five (34%) employees who are part of the mobile elite now
use file-sharing services.2
A study says that high-ranking company officials along with nearly half
of employees tend to use file-sharing services despite company policies.
The same study found that one in five employees use the free storage,
sharing, and synchronization service, Dropbox.3
When it comes to file storage, a Trend Micro survey reveals that a fifth
(19%) of employees rely on consumer-oriented cloud services to store
potentially sensitive corporate data.4 These days, almost three-fourths
(77%) of corporations have policies against the use of online file sharing
services while only near a fourth (22%) have no policies against these.5
The more employees use a wider variety of consumer-oriented
applications, the more security holes exist for IT departments to fix. A
study reported that only one-fourth (26%) of firms where employees
use smartphones and tablets have policies for file synchronization and
sharing programs.
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Figure 1. Applications mobile elite
employees use without IT support
Source: Forrester/Unisys

The problem of sharing corporate data over third-party public
applications does not only apply to mobile devices, as is usually the
belief. These applications are often used in a variety of computing
platforms and devices where information can be easily transmitted.
As such, solutions should be applied to data across all communication
and collaboration channels. Trend Micro predicts that, at this setup,
protecting data becomes more complex since each platform or device
requires a different approach to security.6
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Risks to Corporate Data on Third-Party Storage Services
Consumerization, mobility, the bring-your-own-device (BYOD) trend—all these
blur the lines between enterprise and consumer applications and devices.
Employees are said to be acting more like consumers who demand wider choices,
use consumer devices and applications, and adopt varying “bring your own”
strategies.7
As these trends carry consumer applications inside enterprise networks,
administrators face threats that their companies may not be equipped to handle.

Malware and Cybercrime Attacks
Consumer-oriented file storage, sharing, and synchronization services lack
malware scanning mechanisms. This can make them infection vectors of malicious
files.
Rapidshare, a cloud storage service, was used by spammers to store Trojans and
other malware.8 Google Docs™, Dropbox, and Pastebin were used as drop zones
for exfiltrated data.9 Cybercriminals can use social engineering attacks to lure
users into downloading malicious files from popular third-party storage sites.
Similarly, the DORKBOT worm monitors SendSpace, a file-transfer service, along
with social networking and payment sites with data in HTTP form. The worm
takes advantage of information found on web browsers and serves as a tool for
distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks.10
On the other hand, the PASSTEAL malware presents a unique form of attack on
file-sharing sites. It can breach accounts even from websites that use SSL and
HTTPS connections, like most file-sharing services. It infected 400 systems and
stole login credentials stored in the browser.11

Third-Party Service Security Holes
In July 2012, Dropbox users were targeted by spam on email accounts associated
with the service. The company later revealed the breach source as a Dropbox
employee account with a project document where the affected email addresses
were listed.12
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This is a case indicative of the risks of putting corporate information outside
company networks. Some third-party services may not share the same view and
policies when it comes to security and data protection. They may opt to address
attacks and other cybercrime using measures that will only revolve around
protecting consumers, and not enterprises. Popular note-taking and archiving
application, Evernote®, for instance, added two-factor authentication after a
breach led to a wide password reset affecting its 50 million users.13 This may stop
breaches at a certain level, but will not work against attacks that take advantage of
human error.

Diminished IT Control
IT administrators work best when there is full visibility of the types of corporate
data being stored, received, and shared on a company network. Consumeroriented services impede that ability as data is transmitted beyond the network
and into the cloud, where the administrators have limited or no access.
Traditional file policies protect corporate information by monitoring file
transmissions, controlling access privileges, and setting a file’s life span. With
consumerization, IT administrators rely on transparency and full disclosure to
manage data movement.
Files moving through BYOD channels are more difficult to control. As copies
are created across different platforms and devices, files can exist beyond IT
policy allowances and are vulnerable to malicious access. It was found that
only a fraction of employees (8%) were aware that their personal files may
be compromised as a result of connecting their personal devices to corporate
networks.14
Security of personal devices accessing corporate networks is also a major
concern. It was found that only a few employees install security software on their
smartphones (16%) and tablets (7%), especially with newer platforms.

Legal Implications
The consequences of malicious access on corporate files inside these applications
are risky for a company’s legal standing. Third-party services are not covered by
the agreements of data integrity that a certain enterprise may have with its clients.
Legal implications of consumer behavior crossing over to the enterprise can be
costly and lasting.
In addition, devices and applications that are borrowed and shared in an
employee’s personal network can be cause for litigation, should it incur a data
leak. Majority of users now share personal devices with others, allowing access to
the information in them. A considerable number of employees share their personal
computers (40%), smartphones (20%), and tablets (10%) to family and friends,
who may not be aware of corporate BYOD policies on file storage, sharing, and
synchronization.
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Protecting Corporate Data on Third-Party Storage Applications
Many enterprises realize the growing BYOD trend and are thus equipped with their
own policies. However, these policies usually revolve only around outlining the
provisions of devices and platforms without focusing on consumer behavior that
crosses over on the enterprise.
IT administrators need to recognize that a significant number of employees prefer
using consumer-oriented applications. They can adapt using these three main
pillars to build complete end-user protection:
•

IT Visibility and Control
To regain visibility of critical corporate data, IT administrators should enforce a
complete data loss prevention framework to secure private data and intellectual
property in real time.
IT administrators need to employ a solution that covers all enterprise endpoints
by securing data and intellectual property. To better manage information, a central
point of visibility and control should be in place. This can aid in consolidating
reports on file usage, file transfer, and device permissions. IT administrators also
need to continuously monitor data at rest, in use, and in motion, to gain a better
understanding of threat incidents.

•

“All these trends might
be summed up in a
single megatrend:
the introduction of
untrusted end-user
environments in the
enterprise… whether
an employee's
personal iPhone,
Dropbox, or Google
Docs account… which
can put organizations
and their end users at
risk.”
— Phil Hochmuth, IDC
Analyst
Source: “Data
Protection: Building a
Comprehensive
Strategy”

Confident Content Sharing for IT
IT administrators can better control sharing if disks, folders, files, and removable
devices are secured with robust algorithm and authentication options. This is also
an answer to enterprise issues of compliance and industry legislations.
Encrypting select files, folders, or external media provide better control of
information that goes in and out of the company network. Applying a self-extracting
executable for files that will be shared outside the organization is another helpful
way to establish control.
In addition, IT administrators need to provide employees with productive solutions
to share files on the go, putting in mind that these should adhere to enterprise
regulations and should ensure security of critical information. These solutions
should be easy to use and should provide secure access from anywhere, anytime,
and from any device.

•

Holistic Data Protection
IT administrators need to ensure that data is protected across all applications,
devices, and platforms. Choose holistic network protection at all times, from
gateway to mobile devices for complete end user protection.
IT policies need to include mobile measures in case of theft or loss so as to allow
remote wipe or lock to be administered. Mobile device management (MDM)
solutions will help control which applications to allow, thus regulating the use of
high-risk apps.

With these three pillars, IT administrators can be confident that critical files are
being monitored across distributed environments, providing more consistent policy
enforcement. This centralized and coordinated approach is a sure-fire way to instill
confidence in the use of consumer-oriented applications while ensuring protection
for the enterprise.
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